In Gyeongsangnam-do Milyang-si, there's a 'bell stone' (jongseok) called a Maneostone which makes bell sound when tapped in Maneo temple, known as one of the "3 wonders of Milyang". The reason why its Stone bell in Maneo temple sounds like a bell is it makes clear iron sound when it is hit, and also has similar lingering of actual bell sound, goes gradually reducing. Likewise, Bell sound Maneo stone in Maneo temple inspires the mercy of Buddha, so that it makes many tourists come. In this paper, we analyzed Maneo temple stone bell sound through the sound engineering, defined how similar the real bell sound is. In result, analyzing the Maneo temple stone bell sound and Pyeonjong sound appear the similar resonance frequency on 600Hz, show the similar harmonics structure. Also the time of reverberation and amplitude gradient characteristic which means slowly fading away are alike, we found that stone bell sound has
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